
The details that make the difference......

CHANNEL ACCESSORIES
END CAPS
The SABDrain end cap blocks the end of your drainage run, 
sliding in easily through pre-cut slots in the channel.

 END CAPS
CODE L H

DREC10050 100 50

DREC100100 100 100

DREC150150 150 150

DREC200150 200 150

DREC200200 200 200

DREC200300 200 300

DREC300200 300 200

DREC300300 300 300

DREC508100 100 100

END CAPS OFFTAKE COMBO
A SABDrain end cap with offtake is designed to slide into 
a channel which is using Flexipipe or Storm water pipe to 
take away water.

 END OUTLETS

CODE OUTLET

DREC10090COMBO 90mm

DREC150COMBO 100mm

SPRIGOT OFFTAKE
Sprigot Offtakes are used to screw onto the end cap as an 
outlet for Flexipipe/Stormwater pipe.

 SPRIGOT OFFTAKE

CODE L (internal)

DRSO90 90mm

DRSO100 100mm

DRSO150 150mm
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STEPPED FALL CAP

 STEP CAP
CODE L H

DRSFC200 200mm 50mm

INSTALL CLIP
The Install-Clip is designed to support and clip two 
channels together, ensuring installation is smooth, 
easy and quick. With a concept of one clip to fit all 
channels ,this fancy new clip design from Italy can 
be flipped to meet the requirements and sizes from 
SAB500, SAB600, SAB700 & the SAB900 series.

 INSTALL CLIPS
CODE SIZE

DRINSTALL UNIVERSAL

DEBRIS BASKET
The debris collection basket is an accessory that is 
fitted in the Drainbox and serves as a collector and 
retainer of large debris such as leaves and stones. 
The steel basket lets the water flow and retains stop-
ping the rest, preventing impurities from clogging 
the pipes. The basket can be easily inspected and 
cleaned simply by removing the grate and taking it 
out.

 DEBRIS BASKET
CODE WIDTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) LENGTH (mm)

DRBASK100 85 200 350

DRBASK150 135 200 350

DRBASK200 185 200 350

W

Designed to slip into the precut slots in the 
drainage channel to aid in linking channels of 
different sizes. In this way you can obtain a 
progressive increase of the flow rate
in the section of channel.


